Host Tim says:
<<<Resume Mission>>>

XO_O’Mallory says:
::on Bridge, pacing::

CEO_Taylor says:
@::in containment unit::

CIV_Adrel says:
::Sitting at SCI 2 staring at her console::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::waiting, can't help smiling a small smile::

FCO_Adams says:
::monitors their course as they approach the Cerama System::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::on bridge, at SCI 1, scanning the base for any movements::

CTO_Hunter says:
@::some where.....with no idea where...but someone knows where he is::

XO_O’Mallory says:
OPS: How are we doing on our deception plan?  Almost ready?

Host CO_Spencer says:
@CTO: Are you alright?

CIV_Adrel says:
XO: You are aware sir, that pacing up and down won't help us reach our goal faster, right? ::smiles::

XO_O’Mallory says:
CIV: I know...it helps me relax. ::smiles back::

OPS_Shania says:
::in Engineering working on the modulations for the deflector dish with a team of engineers::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::hears the XO saying "relax" and mumbles::  Self: Relax?  How?

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::still feeling self satisfied and does not care if the Betazoids pick up on her feeling::

CEO_Taylor says:
@::goes towards CTO:: CTO: What happened?

CTO_Hunter says:
@CEO: I met the business end of the phaser.

CMO_Turok says:
::In sickbay, watching a feed from the sensors on his monitor::

CTO_Hunter says:
@CO: Well at least the room stopped spinning and my ears stopped ringing.

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Commander, ETA to the Cerama system is five minutes.

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::smiles at him:: CTO: Good, please don’t try that again.. not for a while anyway.

CTO_Hunter says:
@CO: Aye sir. At least not ‘till we all ready...

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::is relieved Kert is doing better::

XO_O’Mallory says:
CSO: Scan for our people, see if you can locate them.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::observes the beacon signal on sensors::

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: I do hope we find them in time. ::begins a scan::

CTO_Hunter says:
@CO: Oh I did mange to active my emergency beacon. ::points to communicator:: No idea if the Gryphon is getting it.

Host CO_Spencer says:
@CEO: Any idea why they did not take away our comm badges? Could it be they wanted us to get out a signal?

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: It seems I just did, sir. ::looks at the data::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@All: Well I am ready for whatever.

Host CO_Spencer says:
@CTO: I am worried about that.. ::odd she thought of it as he was telling her::

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO>::mans the tactical station::

CEO_Taylor says:
@CTO: Glad you're alright. ::smiles::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
FCO: Slow to impulse when we enter the system.

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Aye sir.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: The beacon is coming from near the second gaseous moon.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
FCO: Take us to that beacon.

CTO_Hunter says:
@CO: It’s been active since before we were separated.... I would have expected the Gryphon here by now if it worked...So I image it has failed.

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@CO: Well now what, sir?

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Changing course to the beacon sir. ::adjusts their course by 7 degrees::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
TO: How many ships in the area to contend with?

CIV_Adrel says:
::sighs:: CSO/XO: LRS show nothing on the moon.... checking the planet...

Host CO_Spencer says:
@CTO: I would imagine it may have, but then again maybe not.
CNS: I have no idea, hurry up and wait is what I guess.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO/CIV: I'm monitoring the signal, it's heading to the moon, indeed.. ::double checks the data::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::mumbles:: I hate waiting....

XO_ O’Mallory says:
::sits back into command chair::

OPS_Shania says:
Team: Ok, let's run one last simulation, just to make sure it really works. ::hits some buttons to start the simulation::

CEO_Taylor says:
@CNS: I’m not found of it myself either. ::smiles::

Host Tim says:
@ACTION: VINCENT, COLLEEN AND JENNA ARRIVE AT HOSTAGES' CELL

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::smiles right back at him::

Host CO_Spencer says:
@CNS: Me too, but we shall have to. ::looks around:: I am sorry but I am starving, any food in here?

CEO_Taylor says:
@CO: No, that would give us mental strength...

Host CO_Spencer says:
@CEO: I have no mental strength. ::almost laughs at the thought::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::sees Jenna and Vincent, thinks: glad I won't be waiting much longer::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
*OPS* I need our plan as real as possible.  Warp signatures for ships and the whole nine yards...

CSO_MacLeod says:
CIV: Anything on the planet?

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::groans as she sees that Vincent and the annoying one have arrived::

FCO_Adams says:
::checks the beacon location again::

CIV_Adrel says:
::waits for the results on the scanning of the planet::

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: Not yet....

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO>::Checks to see how many ships are in the area as XO asked::

OPS_Shania says:
*XO* We are running a final simulation right now. So far it looks good. I let you know when we are ready down here.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::looks back at his screen:: Self: Damn....  Where are they?

XO_ O’Mallory says:
*OPS* Understood.

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@CO: I bet you have more than you imagine.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
*CMO* Doctor...is your team ready for any injured we may encounter?

Host CO_Spencer says:
@CNS: It was a joke Llewellyn.
@Colleen: Well? ::gives her a sarcastic look::

CEO_Taylor says:
@<Jenna> ::signals the guards:: You three, take them to the trial room.

CMO_Turok says:
*XO* Affirmative.

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Entering the Cerama System now sir, slowing to impulse and heading for the beacon.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::brings quark resonance scanners online, in order to seek lifeforms on planet and moon::

CMO_Turok says:
::Notes his staff sitting in sickbay, very tense::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::thinks: Trial?::

CEO_Taylor says:
@:: The three guards restrain the 4 prisoners::

CIV_Adrel says:
XO/CSO: I am sorry to report that scans of the planet only show the prewarp civilizations....

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::stays put::

Colleen says:
@::Ignores the Captain, only waiting with the entourage of security to take them to the trial room::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::overhears the CIV comment and runs the scan on the moon::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
*CMO* Be prepared for any away mission in case for an rescue mission.

CTO_Hunter says:
@::Stand up and stands::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::waits::

CEO_Taylor says:
@::They begin moving them toward the trial room::

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::is herded::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
CIV: Can we pinpoint our crew yet?

CTO_Hunter says:
@::resists with every step::

Vincent says:
@:;heads to the trial room::

CIV_Adrel says:
XO: Not yet, I fear...

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO/CIV: I think I found something! ::checking::

Host CO_Spencer says:
@Aloud: If I am to be the one on trial, let my crew members go.

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: You did? Where?

CMO_Turok says:
*XO* Understood.  ::Looks at the array of weapons within easy reach, as well as a med kit or two.::

OPS_Shania says:
::finishes the simulation and gets the results.:: Team: It looks good. Let's get rid of those minor fluctuations and we are ready. This has to look real.

Jenna says:
@::approaches the Counselor:: CNS: Hope you had a nice long chat with Mikkael, it was going to be your last. ::winks at her with a psychotic look::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO/CIV: Sensors indicates the signal is coming from a small asteroid orbiting the second moon of the third planet.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::sends the coordinates to FCO console:: XO: FCO has coordinates, sir.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
FCO: Set a course for that location.

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::arrives in the room with the others:: Jenna: I am unafraid. You cannot harm me.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
*OPS* Are plans ready yet?  We may need it soon...

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: I'll check it too... ::runs a scan::

FCO_Adams says:
::smiles over at Mackie:: XO: Yes sir, course laid in.

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::tries to stand still and repeats:: Let my crew go!

OPS_Shania says:
*XO* Almost. We are just eliminating some minor details but otherwise the simulation looked good.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CIV: Let's find them! ::smiles with a new hope::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::looks at Cassie and smiles back::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
*OPS* Good.  Report when ready.

CTO_Hunter says:
@::Takes the Captain’s cue and stays put as well::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CIV: Anything on LRS?

OPS_Shania says:
*XO* Aye sir.

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::resists the urge to clobber one of them::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::runs quark resonance scanner on asteroid::

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO>XO: Should I have all security personal to gear up in full combat gear?

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Commander, we'll be at the signal location in 17 minutes.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
ACTO: Yes.  Have battle gear ready security team ready in TR 1.

CNS_Llewellyn says:
<ACNS> ::waits on anything the XO might want him to do::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Sir, long range sensors have detected a domed base.

OPS_Shania says:
::is finished and gets the ok from the rest of the team:: Team: Good work all. Now let's hope it's good enough. *XO* We are ready down here.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::scans the base::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
CSO: Our crew there?

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO>XO: Aye sir. ::orders an assault team to TR1 Full combat gear and total weapons load, with for sets of extra gear::

Jenna says:
@::Looks at CNS from afar and tries not to smile but can't seem to stop::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
*OPS* Return to Bridge to help with simulation.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Still unknown, but sensors are picking up auto cannons and the signature of the telesonic beam.

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::still smiling, and self-satisfied::

OPS_Shania says:
::leaves Engineering and puts Lt. Screw in charge:: *XO* On my way.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
ACTO: Charge phasers and ready photons.

FCO_Adams says:
::shivers at the words telesonic beam::

OPS_Shania says:
::enters TL:: TL: Bridge.

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO>XO: Aye sir...double checks phaser and photons::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::sensors beeps and MacLeod looks for the reason::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
CSO: Continue looking for our people...we need to find them now.

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO>CSO: Do you have any target for me to lock onto?

OPS_Shania says:
::arrives on the bridge and mans her station bringing the data on the console::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Sir, we're being targeted. ::glances the XO::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
FCO: Ready with patterns Alpha and Omega.

Host CO_Spencer says:
@Jenna: Maybe if you would stop looking at my CEO with those puppy dog eyes you could think clear enough to think about what you are doing.

CEO_Taylor says:
<Valerie> ::wonders why OPS put Lt. Screw in charge:: Screw: get back at your post, I'm still in charge of ME until EO or CEO returns!

XO_ O’Mallory says:
FCO: Execute Omega.

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::stifles a laugh::

OPS_Shania says:
::is ready to start the simulation:: XO: Simulation is ready at your command.

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Alpha and Omega defense patterns locked in sir. Ready to engage on your command.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
ACTO: Stand by weapons.

CMO_Turok says:
::Begins humming a Klingon battle song, watches the readouts on his screen::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::scans for the target source::

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Executing Omega pattern.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
OPS: Standby...make it look like they were cloaked if we can.

Jenna says:
@ CO: You must really be used to being in control. ::gets very close to Spencer's face and shouts:: Know this, you are not in control anymore and you will not disrespect me by speaking!!!

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO>XO: Aye Waiting for your orders.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
ACTO: Rotate shield harmonics.

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO>::Feels a slight pain::

Host CO_Spencer says:
@Jenna: I will speak when I want.. and get your foul breath out of my face.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
*CMO* Engage your plan to help with headaches.

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO>XO: Aye sir. ::does as ordered::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::shakes her head sadly thinks: girl does not have the sophistication to know when she is being played... laughs::

OPS_Shania says:
XO: Understood. ::changes the modulations slightly::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: I have a target on cannons. ::feels the headache::... on TAC console.

CMO_Turok says:
::Feels the first effects of the beam, nods to his two Betazoid crewmembers to be ready, and prepares the hypospray::

Jenna says:
@::from her very serious look, she starts to laugh outrageously:: CO: You really ARE full of yourself, aren't you. ::can't stop laughing::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
ACTO: Take out cannons.

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO>XO: Aye Sir.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::thinks he has to find the crew and scans for them again::

Host CO_Spencer says:
@Jenna: No, I am not.. but you have proven you are. ::turns away in disgust::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
OPS: Execute our plan.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: MUNDANES ABOARD GRYPHON BEGIN TO FEEL EFFECT OF TELESONIC BEAM

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO>::Fires a full spread at the cannons::

FCO_Adams says:
::banks the Gryphon slightly to port::


CSO_MacLeod says:
::feels the headache and dizziness coming:: Self: Oh boy...

XO_ O’Mallory says:
CSO: Any luck finding our crew?

Host Tim says:
ACTION: BASE SHIELDS ARE DOWN TO 57%

OPS_Shania says:
::feels a headache starting::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
::feels headache but is too consumed by activity::

FCO_Adams says:
::feels a little strange::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Still scanning, sir... ::headache is bothering::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::Thinks: yeah Captain!::

FCO_Adams says:
::looks over at the CSO:: CSO: Mackie, are you feeling ok?

Jenna says:
@ Colleen: What do you say we begin the trial now? ::eager::

FCO_Adams says:
::rubs her temples::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
OPS: Engage deception.  Make it look like they are surrounded.

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO>::Still fighting the effect as he fires again::

CTO_Hunter says:
@::watches the captain talk::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::looks at FCO:: FCO: I don't think so.... ::feels a little dizzy::

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::looks over at Vincent briefly::

CMO_Turok says:
::Feels the beam's effects lessening, smiles in triumph, which kind of scares the rest of the staff::


OPS_Shania says:
XO: Aye sir. ::starts simulation::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
*TR Chief* Be ready to transport crew when located

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Sir, the shielding is refracting our scans, I cannot make a reading inside the base.

Colleen says:
@::Seemingly far away...finally snaps out of it, turning to Jenna::  Jenna:  All right, I'm ready.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: BASE AUTO CANNONS ENGAGE THE GRYPHON

XO_ O’Mallory says:
ACTO: Can you take out their shields?

FCO_Adams says:
::her eyes lose focus on her panel::

Jenna says:
@ CO: Let's make this simple and to the point, you're below me. ::walks away::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::waiting, eager::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
FCO: Do what you can to avoid the cannons.

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO>XO: Lets find out sir. ::Switches targeting to shield generators and continues to fire::

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Trying sir.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::hears the XO asking the ACTO about the shields::

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::walks in front of her crew and winks, thinking oh how eager they are to get so riled::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@Self: Stupid girl.

CMO_Turok says:
Staff: Do not be afraid.  We have defeated their cowardly weapon, now it is a proper battle!  We win or die gloriously, you should ask for nothing more!


Jenna says:
@ Colleen: You do what you have to do, I'll have fun. ::smiles::

Vincent says:
@::fingering the phaser in his hand... this isn't going well....    ::

CMO_Turok says:
::Notes his speech did not seem to help.  Shrugs::

OPS_Shania says:
::reroutes power to the shields:: XO: I'm rerouting more power to the shields in case we get hit.

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Sir, we're 70,000 km above the asteroid. Still using evasives.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
OPS: Make our 'friends' attack also, if you can.

Colleen says:
@::Sighs::  CO:  Don't mind her...  Please, after you.  ::Motions to a chair at the far side of the room::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Sir, we have that torpedo fully charged with tetraionics we were going to use to drop the freighter shields, we can use it now.

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::moves to where she is directed and sits not saying anything::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
CSO: Do it...I want the shields down to find our people.

CEO_Taylor says:
@::follows CO and Colleen::

OPS_Shania says:
XO: On it. ::changes sim so the 'ships' attack the base::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
::his Irish accent coming out as he gets more angered::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: GRYPHON IS HIT BY CANNONS

Jenna says:
@ ::Puts hand on CNS's shoulder:: CNS: And where do you think you are going??

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO>::feels the ship take a hit::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
All: Damage report.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Aye sir! ::looks at the ACTO:: ACTO: It's in torpedo bay 2.

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO/XO: A defiant type and two nebulas are orbiting near the asteroid....

OPS_Shania says:
::holds on to her console and checks the shield readings::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::holds on his console::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@Jenna: I have been waiting for you. ::is calm::

Jenna says:
@ ::motions the guards to take her to another location::

CIV_Adrel says:
::keeps scanning trying to get stay steady::

Vincent says:
@::moves closer to the exit.. a fast exit may be required::

CMO_Turok says:
::Feels the ship rocked and instructs his teams to be ready for casualties::

Colleen says:
@CO:  You're unusually quiet for such a belligerent woman...

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::patiently follows along::

OPS_Shania says:
XO: Shields are holding.

CSO_MacLeod says:
ACTO: You may fire on XO's command.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
ACTO: Fire.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: BASE CAMP IS ROCKED BY GRYPHON'S FIRE

FCO_Adams says:
::looks over at O'Mallory:: XO: Sorry sir, they surprised me with that shot. ::turns the Gryphon sharply to starboard::

CTO_Hunter says:
@::feels the room rock::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
FCO: Do what you can...

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::feels the room move as in an earthquake and looks at Vincent and Colleen and smiles::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::smiles:: Jenna: seems you are under attack.

Jenna says:
@::slaps her in the face:: you will smile when I tell you to smile!

Vincent says:
@:;stumbles a tad as the asteroid shudders in response to Gryphon’s attack::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
CSO: Status of their shields?

Colleen says:
@::Rolls forward with the rumbling, having seen it coming…keeps her balance quite well::

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO>::Fires the special torpedo in bay 2::ALL: Torpedo away.

FCO_Adams says:
::bites her lip nervously and continues evasive maneuvers::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: CANNONS SWITCH OFF, TELESONIC BEAM NOW ACTIVE

Host Tim says:
ACTION: BASE CAMP SHIELDS NOW AT 37%

Jenna says:
@::they both get to a luxurious room::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::feels sting of slap, smile disappears and reappears::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Monitoring torpedo... hit!

Jenna says:
@::slaps again::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
ACTO: Continue firing until; shields are down.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Base camp's shields are now at 37%.

Vincent says:
@::moves even closer to the exit, trying to decide who he might have to shoot to get out of here safely....  that Hunter looks dangerous, better stun him if the time comes to skedaddle out of here::

CMO_Turok says:
::Feels the beam begin again.  Starts to get really angry::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
FCO: Evasive pattern Alpha.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CIV: Do we have a lock on those ships?

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO>XO: Aye sir. ::complies with the captain action::

OPS_Shania says:
::fights the headaches::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::feels the headache again, stronger:: Self: Oh, not again!...

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::nods her head at Hunter in Vincent’s direction::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
OPS: Continue with deception.  Make it look good. ::smiles::

FCO_Adams says:
::her head throbs from the beam's influence:: XO: Pattern Alpha, aye sir.

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: Checking....

Colleen says:
@::Shakes her head once::    ~~~Vincent:  We might wish to have an escape plan ready...~~~

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::smiles disappears and reappears:: Jenna: you can beat me to a bloody pulp if that gives you satisfaction. You can break my body but you cannot break my will or my spirit.

OPS_Shania says:
::checks on the simulation:: XO: Simulation is working fine. Looks like they are buying it.

CTO_Hunter says:
@::nods back at the Captain and takes a few steps towards Vincent::  Vincent: Boy you’re tough with that phaser.


CMO_Turok says:
::Growls at the ACTO, who cannot hear him, to modulate the shields more quickly.::

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: Do you have a headache as well?.... I wonder if it's that beam again.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: CANNONS FIRE AT THE HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGES AS WELL AS GRYPHON

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::looks at CEO and nods towards Colleen::

CIV_Adrel says:
::tries to get a lock on the ships::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Good, the tetraionic worked! ::smiles to XO:: We can get those shields down!

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::stands up and yells out, groans and clutches her side hoping they take it as a sign and pounce::

FCO_Adams says:
::angles the ship 30 degrees down:: All: Hold on, we're heading down.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
CSO: Get them down now!

Jenna says:
@CNS: I've broken people much stronger than you! ::mentally strikes her sending her across the room in a wall::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::scanning the base status::

OPS_Shania says:
::starts evasive maneuvers on the other ships to make it look real::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
*CMO* Get ready for injured.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Sir, the cannons are now firing at the holographic ships!  It's working!

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO>XO: Instead of targeting cannon perhaps we should target their power generators..

Host Tim says:
ACTION: CANNONS AND TELESONIC BEAM SWITCH BACK AND FORTH BEING ACTIVE


FCO_Adams says:
::then brings the Gryphon 180 degrees around::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
CSO: Find them now!  I want them found...

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::flies back:: Jenna: I doubt that. You have never known any one like me. ::stands back up::

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::falls to the floor groaning and clutching side::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
::feels they are real close::

CSO_MacLeod says:
ACTO: First of all, we have to get those shields down!  I cannot scan the base with shields up!

OPS_Shania says:
::gets ready to beam the crew on board::

Vincent says:
@::watches the CO fall....  no Oscar there::

Colleen says:
@::Raises an eyebrow at the Captain's obnoxious act::  CO:  Stop that...now.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
ACTO: Give it all we got.  Shields priority.

CSO_MacLeod says:
*SO* Altsen, do we have enough tetraionics to try another shot?

CEO_Taylor says:
@ ::Wonders where Heather is:: ::Stands up:: Colleen: Colleen, what is the point of all this?

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO>ALL: What if we drop antimatter onto their shields?

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@Jenna: If you think this is how you are going to win back Michael's love you are sadly mistaken.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
OPS: Good work on deception.  Keep it up as long as we can.

CSO_MacLeod says:
<SO> *CSO* No, sir.  We're off.


CTO_Hunter says:
@::steps closer to Vincent as he watches the captain::

CMO_Turok says:
<K'Lumsy>: Modulates the shields trying to match the frequencies with the telesonic beam::

OPS_Shania says:
XO: Yes sir.

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Commander, we are now at the signal's coordinates.

CSO_MacLeod says:
*SO* Understood.

Colleen says:
@CEO:  I was going to start the trial...  ::concedes grudgingly::  but things do not appear to be going well.

Jenna says:
@CNS: Who cares about Mikkael right now, I'm just having fun with someone I don't like! ::laughs as she mentally strikes her again::

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO>::fires another spread::

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::tries to recall when she had her appendix out and what it felt like.  She hopes she is conveying real pain as tears start to run down her face::

CIV_Adrel says:
::scans the ships again and tries, again, to get a lock on them::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: CANNONS NOW IGNORE HOLOGRAMS AND CONCENTRATE ON GRYPHON... WHEN THEY FIRE

XO_ O’Mallory says:
FCO: Rotate between Delta, Omega and Alpha patterns.  Mix it up.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Sir, the ACTO idea is good, we can drop some antimatter on their shields, but we have to keep an escape flight plan in case it refracts.

CMO_Turok says:
::Notes that the base cannot fire both types of weapons at the same time.  Wonders if there is a power generator which could be targeted::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@Jenna: Why don’t I believe you? ::feels the pain, small trickle of blood appears::


CEO_Taylor says:
@ Colleen: Take your time.

Vincent says:
@;;just loud enough to be heard:: I think we ought to just stun them all and get out of.. maybe taking the Captain with us to deter the ship from following us....   ::looks to his compatriots::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
::knows risk::  ACTO: Make it so  ::turns to FCO:: FCO: Be ready to get us out of there

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE TWO NEBULA TYPE SHIPS FIRE LONG RANGE AT THE GRYPHON AND THEN LEAVE

CSO_MacLeod says:
::nods at XO::

CTO_Hunter says:
@::Waits till Vincent looks at his colleges:: ALL: Now! ::rushes Vincent as he tries to grab his phaser::

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Plotting escape vectors now sir.

Jenna says:
@CNS: Because you’re an idiot. ::laughs as she quickly goes close to CNS:: ::Jenna looks into her eyes::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
CSO: Scan ships leaving.  Are our people on there?

Host CO_Spencer says:
@:;wants to scream out in frustration at her crew, CEO and CTO for standing there. The time is over.. but wait .. dramatic pause.. someone is rushing. About darn time::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::raises an eyebrow at Jenna's comment::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CIV: I'll monitor the antimatter on their shields.  Can you try to find them as soon the shields are down?

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO>::readies an anti-matter discharge on the base shields;:

FCO_Adams says:
::lays in the escape coordinates::

Vincent says:
@::sees the CTO begin moving and tries to bring phaser up, the beam sweeps wide of the CTO::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
OPS: Send to SB 78 of ships leaving area and have nearest starships pursue.


OPS_Shania says:
XO: Damage to decks 22-25. Sending repair teams.

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@Jenna: Are you really getting satisfaction from this? What purpose does it serve to hurt me? You are only hurting yourself.

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::leaps to her feet knocking over the CEO on her way and rushes Vincent as well.. he is by the door and has the phaser.. as good as one could hope.. she leaps::

Colleen says:
@::Turns back to the Captain::  CO:  Oh, stop it!  ::Seems to be a little not herself::  Vincent:  All right!  ::Closes her eyes, hitting Spencer with a rather strong telepathic attack::

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::flies through the air over the mental slap::

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO/XO: I keep monitoring the ships.... I will try to find them when shields drop, okay....

XO_ O’Mallory says:
::wants to end this::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Negative, sir.  Our only hope is they are in that base.

Host Tim says:
ACTION; BASE CANNONS FIRING SLOWER...TELESONIC BEAM COMES ON LINE LESS OFTEN

XO_ O’Mallory says:
CSO: Understood.  Continue scanning

Vincent says:
@::beats feet through the exit::

CEO_Taylor says:
@ Colleen: Take on someone your own size! ::telepathically strikes her::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::smiles to CIV:: CIV: Let's hope it works!

OPS_Shania says:
XO: Aye sir. ::sends message to SB 78::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
ACTO: Shield status of base?

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO>XO: Sir anti-matter drop ready

FCO_Adams says:
::feels a bit better as the headache lightens::

CMO_Turok says:
::Sends trauma teams to damaged areas and prepares sickbay for arriving casualties::

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: Yep! ::waits for the shields to drop:: Ready!

CTO_Hunter says:
@:;still struggling with Vincent::

Host Tim says:
@ACTION: BASE CAMP SHIELDS AT 17%

Colleen says:
@::Sighs::  CO:  Not taking you with us...  ::As she steps over her, sprints for the exit, following Vincent::

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO>XO: Down to 17%.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
*CMO* Report to TR 1 with team for incoming transport when we find them.

Jenna says:
@CNS: I want to leave a scar on you that Mikkael will have to bear with until the end of your life. ::laughs and then becomes strangely quiet:: CNS: You don’t really love him do you??

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::grabs at Colleens ankle as she steps over her::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
ACTO: Continue firing until shields are down.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: We'll try with 17%, stand by... ::looks at CIV and signs to try to locate them::

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO/XO: My scans so them on the base... trying to have a more precise location....

XO_ O’Mallory says:
OPS: Is our deception still working?

Colleen says:
@::Stumbles…was mentally watching the Captain, and fairly well knew she was going to do that.  Keeps running::

Vincent says:
@::wriggles free of the CTO's grasp, waves phaser behind him looking for a shot, running towards the TR::

CIV_Adrel says:
::scans the base::

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO>XO: Aye sir. Should I drop the antimatter first?

FCO_Adams says:
::completes Alpha pattern::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
ACTO: Standby...

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO/CIV: They are in the base!  We're trying to have their exactly location.

CTO_Hunter says:
@::lets Vincent the coward run off and looks towards his ship mate::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@Jenna: I love him with all my heart and soul... an experience you will never know. ::sends her images of her first intimate time with Michael and the pinnacle moment::

OPS_Shania says:
XO: They stopped firing on the holograms. I guess they figured.

Host CO_Spencer says:
@:;looks at CTO: We must find Llewellyn, the rest are fleeing!

XO_ O’Mallory says:
CSO: As soon as you have them, send coordinates to TR 1.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::tries to get a lock on them::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
OPS: Ok...make it looked like they cloaked again.

Jenna says:
@CNS: How long are you going to believe such a fairy tale?

CTO_Hunter says:
@CO: Yes sir...Maybe we should try calling the ship.

Host CO_Spencer says:
@CTO: You see if you are able.. I will look for her. ::yells at the CEO.. he seems in a trance::

Host Tim says:
@ACTION: BASE SHIELDS DROP... ONLY TELESONIC BEAM IS ON LINE

Vincent says:
@::stops at the TR and looks for targets…or for his compatriots...  shouts:: Lets get OUT of here now!!!

CEO_Taylor says:
@ CO: I'll go try contacting the Gryphon while you do.

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO>XO: Shields Down!

OPS_Shania says:
XO: Understood. ::modulates the holoships so they appear to be cloaking::

CIV_Adrel says:
::tries to get a lock on the crew::

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO>XO: Switching targets to power generators.

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@Jenna: No fairy tale... it is real.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: We have their location!  Locked on, sending coordinates to TR1. ::sends::

Colleen says:
@~~~Vincent:  I'm coming, you idiot!!  Stop yelling...~~~  ::Holds a hand to her head as she runs, feeling a headache coming on::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
*TR* Energize!

Vincent says:
:;sets up the TR for transport.. keeping one eye out for trouble::

CTO_Hunter says:
@*Gryphon*This is LT Hunter please come in.

Host CO_Spencer says:
@CEO: Alright.  CTO: Lets go. ::walks from the room looking both ways before exiting::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CIV: Great!  We got them! ::smiles::

Colleen says:
@::Arrives in the transporter room::  Vincent:  Let's go already...

CTO_Hunter says:
@::follows the Captain::

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: Yep! Fantastic work!

Jenna says:
@::Kisses CNS passionately:: CNS: My gift to him. Be sure to give it to him. ::laughs as she strikes her one more time::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::sensors shows something::

Vincent says:
@Colleen: Get on the pad, I’ve got the TR set to go.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
*TR* Do you have them?

Host Tim says:
ACTION: MINION LEADERS BEAM OFF BASE CAMP

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO/CIV: Huh, sensors are picking up a massive build up of power for the telesonic beam.

Host CO_Spencer says:
CTO: Which way? :;looks in rooms as she runs down the hall::

Jenna says:
@::She walks away as she begins to be beamed out::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
FCO: Get us out of here.

Vincent says:
#:;materializes on the DCS::

CTO_Hunter says:
@CTO: No idea...

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::laughs:: Jenna: Oh be sure I will!

FCO_Adams says:
::looks at Mackie and thinks:: Self: Boy he works hard.

CTO_Hunter says:
@~~~CNS~~~:This is Hunter where are you?

Host CO_Spencer says:
@ Yells out: Heather!

CEO_Taylor says:
@::As he thought he was getting to a comm panel...::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: CSN, CTO, CEO AND CO BEAMED TO GRYPHON

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Aye sir, engaging warp engines now...

Vincent says:
#:;heads for bridge::

CTO_Hunter says:
::finds himself back on the Gryphon::

OPS_Shania says:
XO: We got them.

FCO_Adams says:
::hits her panel::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: We have them! ::smiles::

Host CO_Spencer says:
@:;feels the tingle and hopes it's home calling::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
FCO: Warp 2.

CNS_Llewellyn says:
CO: I am here.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
::feels relief::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: TELESONIC BEAM EXPLODES SENDING ONE LAST SURGE OF PSIONIC POWER AT GYRPHON

Colleen says:
#::Materializes::  ~~~Vincent:  I hate it when you bellow like that...~~~  ::Closes her eyes, walking to the bridge.  Slumps down into a chair with her eyes closed::

CEO_Taylor says:
::he suddenly is on the Gryphon::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CIV: Let's keep an eye on the other ships, we don't want to get caught.


XO_ O’Mallory says:
*CO* Welcome aboard.

FCO_Adams says:
::nods to the XO:: XO: Warp 2 aye.

OPS_Shania says:
::reroutes all power to shields::

Vincent says:
#::takes the helm and sets a high warp evasive course for escape::

CTO_Hunter says:
CO: To the bridge?

Host CO_Spencer says:
CTO: Yes Mr. Hunter… to the bridge. ::smiles as she rushes from the room seeing the rest of her crew with her::

CMO_Turok says:
<ACTO K'Lumsy> :: Adjusts the shields::

Host CO_Spencer says:
*XO* Oh you do not know the half of it.. on my way!

CSO_MacLeod says:
::feels the head almost blowing up:: Aloud: Aaahh!!!

Host Tim says:
ACTION: ALL MUNDANES ARE KNOCKED OUT... ALL TELEPATHS ARE NOW MUNDANE... NO TELEPATHY

CNS_Llewellyn says:
CEO: I see we have been rescued.

CTO_Hunter says:
::feels the lost of his powers::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::passes out, and falls down on the floor::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
OPS: Complete damage report when you can.

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO>::feels a void inside of his brain::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::falls flat on her face::

CMO_Turok says:
::Falls to the floor::


FCO_Adams says:
XO: Sir, I have a ship on sensors.....passes out, slumping over her console::

CEO_Taylor says:
::sees CNS is hurt:: CNS: Are you alright?

Vincent says:
#::shudders and almost retches as the overload wipes out his telepathic powers::

OPS_Shania says:
XO: Aye sir. ::holds on to her console::

OPS_Shania says:
::blacks out::

CTO_Hunter says:
::watches the Captain fall to the deck::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
::sees CO fall:: CO: Captain!

Vincent says:
#Colleen: Engaging evasive course. :: hits the button and the ship begins running up to warp::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
CEO: I am fine. Your ex gave me a beating that is all.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
::sees crew passing out::  Self: What the...

CSO_MacLeod says:
::dreams about Cassie::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE MINIONA MOVES AWAY AND THEN GOES TO WARP

Colleen says:
#~~~Jenna:  Whatever...~~~  ::Puts both hands on top of her head, then moans heavily as the overload hits…blacks out::

CMO_Turok says:
::The two Betazoid crewmen run for the bridge::

CTO_Hunter says:
CEO: Orders?

CEO_Taylor says:
CNS: Oh, I remember those... but at the time, they were quite enjoyable. ::smiles a bit::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
::sees CO is unconscious, but still breathing::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
::decides to talk to Taylor about that comment later, goes to med kit::

Vincent says:
#:;keeping an eye on the sensors, hoping the Gryphon is too busy to follow.....      Watches with increasing hope as the indicators climb up the warp scale::

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO>::watches the Minion ship leave::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
::slumps down in command chair::

CTO_Hunter says:
::stops waiting for the CEO orders and heads for the bridge::

Colleen says:
#::sighs as she comes to, extremely disoriented::  Vincent:  ...Are they close?

CEO_Taylor says:
::runs to the bridge::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
::opens med kit and scans CO with tricorder::

CMO_Turok says:
::The two medical personnel arrive on the bridge and look to see what can be done::

CTO_Hunter says:
::Enters the bridge and see only the ACTO standing::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
::sees from scan the CO is in no immediate danger and will wait on her to recover::

CEO_Taylor says:
::gets to the bridge::

CTO_Hunter says:
::rushes to the Tactical station::

CEO_Taylor says:
::gets in behind CTO::

CEO_Taylor says:
CTO: Can you take the helm?

CTO_Hunter says:
CEO: Aye Sir.


Host Tim says:
ACTION: GRYPHON IS DRIFTING TOWARD THE MOON

CNS_Llewellyn says:
::Thinks: I had no idea Taylor enjoyed that kind of fun::

CTO_Hunter says:
::configures his panel for helm control and stabilizes the Gryphon’s position::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::dreams about the Gryphon drifting toward a moon::

CEO_Taylor says:
CTO: Get us out of the moons path.

CEO_Taylor says:
*CNS* Report to bridge now.

CEO_Taylor says:
::goes to OPS to see status of ship::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
::looks down at the Captain:: CO: sorry... gotta go.

CMO_Turok says:
<Nurse 1>::mans science and begins a sensor sweep::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
::leaves for the bridge::

CTO_Hunter says:
::Works to clear the Gryphon of any large floating object that might be near…and hopes he those a better job flying then he did on the Unicorn::

CMO_Turok says:
<Nurse2> CTO: What would you like me to do sir?

CNS_Llewellyn says:
::arrives on bridge::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
CEO: What do you need?

CTO_Hunter says:
Nurse: Take of the bridge crew.

CEO_Taylor says:
CNS: Make yourself useful...

CTO_Hunter says:
CEO: Should I set a course back Starbase 78?


CTO_Hunter says:
CEO: Or send out a distress call to any nearby Starfleet vessel?

CEO_Taylor says:
CTO: Any sign of the Minions?

CNS_Llewellyn says:
CEO: What station would you like me to be at?

CEO_Taylor says:
CNS: Science.

CEO_Taylor says:
CNS: Find the Minion ship.

CMO_Turok says:
<Nurse2>::Begins scanning the unconscious crew and then using a neural stimulator to awaken them::

FCO_Adams says:
::in a foggy dream like state standing with Mackie by her side, with brand new pips on his collar::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
CEO: Thank you. ::goes to SCI 1 and starts scanning::

CTO_Hunter says:
CEO: The Minions? You want to go after the Minions with almost the entire crew out of commission?

CNS_Llewellyn says:
::brings up long and short range sensors, looking for signs of vessels::

CTO_Hunter says:
::looks at the CNS and think is he CRAZY?::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
CEO: There are no other vessels within detectable range.

CEO_Taylor says:
CTO: They'll be back on their feet soon enough.... ::takes a deep breath:: But perhaps not soon enough.

CTO_Hunter says:
CEO: Do you want to set a course back to Starbase 78 or send out a distress call?

CEO_Taylor says:
CTO: Set a course for SB78, maximum warp.

CEO_Taylor says:
*MED* Anyone still awake out there?


XO_ O’Mallory says:
::stirs, but not fully awake::

CTO_Hunter says:
CEO: That will take 12 days.  What if the crew cannot wait that long? You want to run the ship with 17 people?

CMO_Turok says:
<Nurse 1> CEO: No sir, just the two of us.  ::points at his fellow nurse, administering to the unconscious on the bridge::

CTO_Hunter says:
CEO: For 12 days?

Jenna says:
#::laughs as she looks at Vincent and Colleen:: Boy, this was a blast, we should do it more often.... now that play time is over let's get back to business, shall we?

Host Tim says:
ACTION: SOME OF "SLEEPING" CREW STIR SLIGHTLY

Host Tim says:
<<<End Mission>>>
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